It is very well known in computer science that partially ordered files are easier to search. In the worst case, for example, a totally unordered file requires no preprocessing, but O(n) time to search, while a totally ordered file requires O(n log n) preprocessing time to sort, but can be searched in O(log n) time. Behind the casual observation, then, lurks the notion of a computational tradeoff between sorting and searching.
Introduetion
Sorting and searching problems are obviously ubiquitous in computer science, both for reasons of clear practicality in applications, as well as for the wealth of combinatorial problems suggested in theory. Some recent research has focused on the optimality of sorting and searclling in the presence of partial information, where certain sorting information is known in advance.
There have been a series of recent results establishing that the so-called "information theoretic" bounds on sorting, searching, merging, etc. are good in the wont case [Linial and SaksJ [Kahn and Saksl [Linial) when partial order information is known. These results obviously suggest as a topic for further research what can be said about this genre of problems in the average case. We investigate here some of these questions, although using quite different analytical methods.
Another, related subject of research is that of "implicit-data structures, where information is stored by the order in which the keys themselves are stored in memory, rather than by explicit pointers (see [Munro and Suwanda] [Alt et al.J). Some recent results by Alt and Mehlhorn show 0(11 1 / n ) lower bounds on unsuccessful searching of a semisorted table, where the data is known to be stored in one of IT different permutations [Alt and Mehlhorn) . Note, however, that these permutations need not be characterized by a single partial order. This peculiar bound is established in the decision tree model under worst case, average case, and particular nondeterministic measures. Their model requires that y, the key being searched for, appears in all comparisons, and they hence pose the open question of whether the lower bounds hold when arbitrary comparisons are allowed.
We analyze here as well the tradeoff between the construction of partial information and the complexity of subsequent searching using this information. The paper [Borodin et al.] showed that if P(n) is the worst case complexity of an algorithm P that computes partial orders, and S{n) the wont case of searching one of these partial orders, then in the decision tree model P(n) + nlog2S{n) 2: nlog2 n + O{n). For example, making nIle lists of length Ie costs nlog2 Ie comparisons, and this partial order can be searched in at most i" log2 k comparisons, thus the lower bound is then tight in the worst case. We show that a similarly tight tradeoff' exists, up to a constant factor, in the average case.
The model
Let U = {Xl, X2, ••• , x n } denote a particular set of n distinct elements to be preprocessed so that subsequent queries of the form "Is z E U?" can be answered quickly. During the preprocessing stage, we use a decision tree algorithm P {see [Knuth} or (Aho et al.J) to produce a class of partial orders. Such an algorithm can be represented by a binary tree, where each internal node makes a comparison Xi : Xi, branching left if %i < %;, and right if %i > %;. At each leaf v of the tree, a particular partial order A v is implied, consistent with 'the comparisons made on the internal path to v.
Each leaf v of P has as well an associated search algorithm S., where comparisons are of the form Xi : Xi or Y : Xi. Note that the latter type of comparison has three possible outcomes, so that B" is not strictly binary. The leaves of Sv contain either "y = Xi" for some particular Zi, denoting a successful search, or .y ¢ U," denoting unsuccessful search.
Associated with the set U is a particular permutation", of {I, 2, ..., n}, where
We will speak then of a permutation consistent with U. Furthermore, without 1088 of generality, we may assume that the set U is itself {I, 2, ..., n} since a comparison-based model precludes any radix-method c~rti.!lg or searching. Each 1(" causes a different leaf alP to be reached. We then assume each of the n! permutations 1r to be equally likely, and associate with each leaf a probability p.,. Using these probabilities, we define the average cost of preprocessing P{n) as the weighted path length (see [Knuth) ) of the tree P.
For each search algorithm StJ, we assume that any 1r consistent with A., (also called a linear extension of All) is equally likely. For successful search we assume 1/ = Xi with equal probability, and for unsuccessful search we assume Xw(i) < 1/ < X w (i+l) with equal probability. The average cost of searching A." denoted S.,(n) for successful search and StJt(n) for unsuccessful search, can then be defined similarly in terms of· average path lengths. The total average cost of searching is then defined as Sen) = EtJ p.,S.,(n) for successful search,
and S (n) = EtJ p.,S., (n) for unsuccessful search.
Lower bounds on searehing
The fundamental idea that must be exploited in both worst-case and average-case lower bounds on searching a partial order A is the idea of an independent set (also sometimes called an antichain) of incomparable elements. We call a set W C U independent if any pennutation of the elements of W is consistent with some linear extension of A.
In section 3.1, we.briefly present a worst-case lower bound. on searching and a tradeoff with preprocessing, modifying the proof of [Borodin et at] . We introduce instead the idea of a permutation tree, a construction which can be generalized in the more complicated average-case analysis to follow.
Let W cUbe a maximal independent set, where w = IWI (also called the width of U), so that any permutation of the elements of W is consistent with the partial ordering .A of U. The set U can then be
This decomposition is well defined since A can be partitioned into distinct chains, where no more than one element of W appears on each chain.
In the worst case it is clear by an adversary argument that w comparisons are necessary to answer a query "Is 1/ E U?" The adversary assumes a permutation 1r of U consistent with A such that, for any x E U>,
x' E W, and x" E U<, the inequality x > x' > x" holds in 1r. In response to comparisons u : t1 demanded by the search algorithm, the adversary answers truthfully, except for comparisons of the form 1/ : Xi. IT a particular x E W has not yet been mentioned in a previous comparison y : v, the adversary can pretend 1/ = x and still be consistent in its responses. This adversary strategy can always force the search algorithm to make w comparisons, from which a O(w) lower bound results.
In the average case, however, the .analysis is much more difficult, because a worst case permutation of U cannot be assumed. In . . addition. t the worst case lower bound depended on· the fact· that, after having made t comparisons, the search algorithm could.have eliminated at most t candidates Xi E W as being equal to 1/.
Such a condition does not hold in the average case.
At any particular PQint in th~calc.ulations of th~search algorithm, certain Xi have been cancelled, i.e., it is known with certainty that 1/ :;:'Xi-In· the average .case, it was initially. assumed that 1/ = Xi with prob"bilityl!,. (here we speak of successful search). A lower bound. proof must also show that if Xi has not been cancelled yet by the 8earchalg~rithm,the probability that .1/== X, has not markedly decreased, given the comparisons previously made. For example, if after a series of comparisons a certain z e U has not been cancelled, but Pr{y~,x}= en given comparisons already made, from the perspective of an average case analysis it has effectively bee.n· cancelled, since the search algorithm. can be very stupid in the case that y = x and still be efficient on the average. We note that this observation poses certain problems in establishing lower bounds for successful search,however in unsucces~ful search all Xi must be cancelled.
Worst case analysis: a brief review
Let A be a partial order of the elements of U consistent with II permutations, i.e., there are II linear extensions of (J to a total order. We define a permutation tree of A to be a tree of height n which lexicographically orders the permutationscoDsistent with A.
The root· node has as children the maximal elements of A. Each such child Zi is in turn. the root of a subtree of height " -1~representing. the linear extensions of A where Zi = n. Every path in the tree is of length n since a path corresponds to· a unique permutation consistent with A. Furthermore, for every node t1 in the permutation tree, the children of t1 are independent in A, that is,every permutation of them is consistent with some linear extension of A. Lemma 1.1.1. Every partial order A on " elements and consistent with II permutations has an independent set of si.e at least II1/R. Lemma 1.1.2. The worst case of searching A requires S(n)~nl/ R • Let P(n) denote the height of the preprocessing tree described in section 2, and S(n) the largest height of any search algorithm Btl. These two quantities~orrespond to the worst cases of preprocessing (sorting) and searching. We can then prove the following worst-case tradeoff.
Proof. Since the height of the preprocessing tree P is P(n), then there exists one leaf (partial order) A of P consistent with rnl!2 P (R)1 pennutations. By the previous lemma, we have ( ')l/R pen) + nlog:;a Sen)~pen) + nlog:;a . 2:C",,)~log:;a n! = e(nlogn)
Average case analysis of searching a restricted class of partial orders
With the intuitions of the worst case well understood, we n~~>begin consideration ·of the rnoredifficult average case. For the moment, however, we only .prove a lower bound on searching based on the number of minimal elements of A. Note that since a minimum of n elements can be produced by the preprocessing algorithm in O(n) time, thus giving a whopping 0(1) lower bound for searching, this approach is by itseH quite uninteresting! However, in section 3.7 we will show that if A is consistent with II permutations, then A can be ·cut" or "factored" into two parts A+ and A -, where. the average number of minimal elements of A+ is O(n 1/R ). So the reader should rest assureq that the techniques presented'in this section will be put to good use.
We give away in the searching algorithm two stages of free infonn·ation.·In stage 1, we sort the elements in U> = U -W. It should be clear that regardless of the compwons.O involved in sorting U,;., which we call the upper chain, Pr{y = 2:lz E W CJnd O} = l/n. The result of stage 1 is a·set of partial orders. Because these partial orders all have the same general struc,ture, we refer to them generically as A, one hopes without confusion.
In stage 2,we compare y, the subject of the query "Is !I E· U7", to· everyelelllent of the upper chain.
The decision tree equivalent of these stages is a decision tree of the comparisons comprising the said··free information, with copies of the same search algorithm S spliced in at the leaves. We then bound the average number of comparisons done by Salone. 
The graph model
After the above disclosure of free information, we are left with a refined partial order on the set U = L u M U Q, where L are elements known to be less than y, M are elements known to be greater than y, and Q C W are mutually incomparable elements, anyone of which could be equal to y. Now we begin to charge the search algorithm S for comparisons made.
We use a graphG(V, E) as a device to model the state of knowledge of the search algorithm, where V = ij U Q and E = " initially at the end· of stage 2. As comparisons are made during the continuing search, we modify the graph as follows: Define a function f : every other element of U is known to be either less than y or greater than y. Furthermore, any permutation of Q is consistent with the comparisons made in earlier stages, though not necessarily equiprobable. Two additional tools are needed to complete the analysis. First, we transform the search algorithm S into another search algorithm S* which preserves the following property: if a set Q cW are all incomparable with !/ after a certain series of comparisons, then the elements of Q are also mutually incomparable. (A long winded way of saying no order information is known about Q.) This property will ensure that we can continue to use Theorem 3.3.1, which 8ays that the conditional property Pr{y = xlz E Q}~n';1. The average cost S * of S* will be bounded as S· (n)~3S(n), thus providing a lower bound on the average cost S(n) of algorithm S up to a constant factor.
Second, we now describe an accounting game that measures the average cost of S*. An accounting game for Q is made up of one or more 8ubgames, each subgame corresponding to particular disjoint subtrees of S*. The game is played in successive levels t = 1,2,3, ... where at level t (corresponding to a comparison at depth t in S*), we add 1 to each active position, and then for each 8ubgame, choose one of the following two types of moves:
Cancel all active elements of column X of the subgame (corresponding to a comparison 1/ : X in the tree).
(Split)
Divide the permutations in the lubgame into two groups, and split the subgame into two for the next level ·(corresponding to a comparison. u : v in the tree, where the result of 1/ : u and !I : v is already known).
The game is played by running the search algorithm S* until all active positions have been cancelled.
The final score of the game, equalling the sum of all cancelled positions T S (1r, z) such that T 2 (1r, x) = Q, is precisely the sum of the number of comparisons made by S* for every (1r,:z;) To conclude the analysis of searching in the average case, we wish to establish lower bounds not based on the number of minimal elements of a partial order A, but rather on the number of its linear extensions. We establish such bounds by "cutting" A into two parts A+ and A-, showing that if A has many linear extensions, then A+ must have, on the average, many minimal elements.
More precisely, we define a cut (A, a) as a partitioning A = A+ U A-where the elements in A+ are {x e Ulx > a} and the eleme~ts of A-are {x e Ulx < a}. We imagine a to be some value not equal to any x eU. The partial·order inforination in ·A+ andA-is just the order information known for the two respective sets.
We now reconsider the permutation tree described in section 3.1. In terms of this tree, a cut (A, a) now corresponds to a horizontal slice through the·tree, in between two levels of internal nodes. Each of the nodes Ui of the tree has a weight, given by the proportion of permutations represented in the tree by a path through Ui. The average si.e of a cut (A, a) is then·the weighted average number of children of the Ui.
Define O(Il, n) as the number of children of an "average" internal node~a permutation tree T, where the nodes are weighted by the proportion of permutations represented in the tree by a path through the node, IT is the number of permutations 'represented in. the tree, and n is the number of elements in the permutations. We express this value more formally as
vEP (Jth,r(tr) where PathT(1I") is defined as the nodes on the path in the permutation tree T corresponding to a permutation 'Ir, and d(v) is the degree (Le., number of children) of a node tJ in the tree. We can then show the following: Theorem Associated with the ith leaf (1~i~L) of the preprocessing algorithm is a particular partial order Ai of width Wj, as well as a search algorithm Sj. This leaf is reached by Pin! of the possible input permutations 11" of U, so that Pi represents the probability of reaching the ;th leaf when any 11" is equally likely. The average cost Pen) of preprocessing is then the path length of the decision tree weighted by the Pj. The problem is therefore similar to that of generating a set of prefix codes for a source of L symbols in a noiseless channel, which is treated by Shannon's first theorem of information theory [Shannon}, and bounded by the entropy of the source.
The jth leaf of the preprocessing tree P is associated with a partial order A,i consistent with II,i = pjn! permutations. Since the associated search algorithm 5,i is used with probability Pj, we derive an overall bound on searching by weighting . . the algorithms 5," with weights P,i. For successful search, we have Using the lower bound on P(n) derived in section 4.1, the lower bound on S(n) derived in section 4.2, and the above lemma with a = 3, we derive for successful search, Theorem 4.3.2. 3P(n) + n 10(2 S(n)~n log2 n + O(n).
For unsuccessful search we use the lower bound on s'(n) and Lemma 4.3.1 with a = 2, deriving Theorem 4.8.3. 2P(n) + n log2 s'(n)~n log2 n + O(n).
Remarks
The results of this paper could be extended in several directions. The lower bounds can be htade stronger; we conjecture that searching requires an average of O(II 1 / n ) comparisons in successful and unsuccessful case, which will improve the constant in the tradeoff theorem. Better upper bounds, not of the "existential" variety (i.e., algorithms, not proofs of existence of decision trees) remain to be found. Finally, the problems should be considered in more generalized models of computation, such as decision trees where linear or quadratic tests are allowed, if not altogether different models.
